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Abstract—Many online communities struggle with conflicts — e.g. between newcomers and elders — at some point. In July 2012, the Stack Exchange organization attempted to assess the overall “niceness” of the Stack Overflow community by rating the “friendliness” of 7,000 comments made on the site over a 4 year period. We performed a deeper examination of the comment dataset published by Stack Exchange. We find a high degree of comment repetition in the Stack Overflow database and suggest some simple heuristics that may help in automatically identifying unfriendly comments, providing managers of developer communities with simple means that could counter hostility.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stack Overflow is an increasingly important part of the online resources relied on by millions of software developers [1]–[3]. Like most online communities, newcomer perceptions and future participation can be heavily influenced by their first interactions with the community, especially if they are negative or unfriendly. Being able to automatically classify comment friendliness would allow developer communities like Stack Overflow to preemptively warn users that attempt to post comments which may be received as unfriendly. This could help to reduce the number of unfriendly comments while increasing participation and ultimately the longevity of the community.

To investigate whether Stack Overflow was welcoming or hostile to newcomers, the Stack Exchange organization instigated a campaign in the summer of 2012 to study and promote “niceness” in the Stack Overflow community. Stack Exchange sampled 7,000 of the more than 15 million comments in the Stack Overflow database. Using Mechanical Turk, these comments were manually rated for “friendliness”. The Stack Exchange study found that Stack Overflow was becoming a friendlier place, with the percentage of friendly comments increasing over time. However, they also found that first time posters were more likely to receive negative comments.

In this position paper, we perform an analysis of the comment dataset published by Stack Exchange, focusing on the content of those comments and how frequently individual comments are repeated. This is a first step towards building tools that automatically identify potentially negative comments in developer communities.

II. EXPLORING THE STACK EXCHANGE DATA SET

Our goal is to determine the viability of automatically classifying the “friendliness” of comments on Stack Overflow and other developer communities. To this end, we are interested in identifying the characteristics of comments that could be used for building a classifier. Specifically we are interested in:

1) Uniqueness — are comments on Stack Overflow unique, or is there repetition that could be utilized by a classification algorithm for comments?
2) Language — are there patterns to vocabulary use that a classification algorithm might use as heuristics?

The Stack Exchange dataset, by providing a pre-classified set of comments, represents a valuable opportunity to address these research questions. To investigate the pervasiveness of friendly and unfriendly comments, we used a simple text matching approach: we attempted to match the 7,000 comments in the published Stack Exchange dataset against the more than 13 million comments contained in the August 2012 Stack Overflow data dump (a snapshot of the Stack Overflow database published by Stack Exchange every 6 months).

We identified 3,561 comments out of the 7,000 that had been published and classified by Stack Exchange. The discrepancy results from comments that were modified or removed from Stack Overflow prior to August 2012.

III. ANALYSIS & FINDINGS

We performed a simple occurrence analysis to identify the number of times each of the 3,561 comments appeared in the August 2012 Stack Overflow data dump and the number of unique users who made the comment. Table I presents the results of this analysis along with a “niceness” classification based on the Stack Exchange study.

The majority of the most frequently repeated comments are classified as “friendly” with only one “unfriendly” comment being highly repeated. In total, we found over 20,000 occurrences of the 3,561 comments. However, only 212 comments were repeated more than once. If the Stack Exchange dataset is representative of Stack Overflow comments, the majority of comments are unique, but a small number are highly repeated.

1http://blog.stackoverflow.com/?p=11931 (Jul 20, 2012)
2https://www.dropbox.com/l/NECSweKlIYKvMBRE (Jul 23, 2012)
Another notable finding was comments that occurred frequently, but were made by only a small number of users. For example, Table II lists a selection from the 100 most frequently occurring comments that each originated from a single user (comments have been abbreviated). Table III shows the top 10 most frequently occurring “unfriendly” comments. Notably, the “homework” keyword is not only present in the most repeated “unfriendly” comment, but is also present in half of the top 10 “unfriendly” comments. This constrained vocabulary presents a simple heuristic that could be used to flag “unfriendly” comments.

Table IV shows the most frequently occurring ambiguously classified comments. In comparison to the most frequently occurring “friendly” or “unfriendly” comments, ambiguous comments tend to be repeated far less often and appear to have a richer vocabulary.

**IV. LIMITATIONS**

As we examined only comments that remained in the Stack Overflow database in August 2012, there is a possibility that extremely negative comments captured in the Stack Exchange study might have been deleted before this date. Because the Stack Exchange dataset contained comments sampled at specific times over four years, it is possible that some frequently occurring comments were not captured in that dataset, and therefore would not be considered in our analysis. Finally, the comment classifications provided in the Stack Exchange dataset were collected using Mechanical Turk: participants were not explicitly trained in comment classification and did not have access to the context in which a comment appeared.

**V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK**

Using data published by Stack Exchange that rated the “friendliness” of Stack Overflow comments, we analyzed how frequently those comments were repeated on Stack Overflow and the vocabulary used in different types of comments. We found that the most frequently occurring “unfriendly” comments use a constrained vocabulary and that some very frequently repeated comments are created by small numbers of users. This qualitative analysis adds further insights to the quantitative analysis conducted by Stack Exchange so far. Our findings suggest possible features that could be implemented on Stack Overflow and other developer communities that would warn users that are about to post a comment that might be received as negative. In future work, we will investigate the automatic classification of comments and posts.
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